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The 4th General Assembly of the International Migrants Alliance (IMA) was held at a most 
opportune time and place. 
 
It was convened 10 years after the IMA was founded in 2008. As such, the assembly was an 
occasion to look back into the past decade of IMA as a grassroots-based and -led global 
alliance of migrants, refugees and displaced people.  
 
Also, the IMA’s 4th General Assembly was conducted while thousands of Central American 
migrants are on the march towards the US-Mexico border. The Central Asian Migrant 
Exodus for Life, as it is officially called, highlighted not only the dire condition migrants face, 
but also exposes the US’ role in the underdevelopment of countries in the region causing 
poverty that forces people to migrate. 
 
The general assembly was held in Mexico City where the 8th World Social Forum on 
Migration (WSFM) was also conducted. It gathered almost a thousand people – mostly from 
Latin America – to talk about the most pressing issues facing migrants, immigrants and 
refugees. A sizable contingent of IMA members and partners also attended the WSFM. 
 
The 4th General Assembly was attended by more than 70 participants from over 60 
organizations from East Asia and Oceania, Europe, United States, Latin America and 
Canada. Members from Middle East and Africa and South Asia were not able to attend due 
to visa problems. 
 
With the theme "March onwards a world without forced migration: Migrants, refugees and 
peoples of the world unite and fight capitalist exploitation, plunder and war! Forge the 
strongest solidarity with the host people in effectively fighting imperialism!", the participants 
deepened their understanding of the global economic and socio-political context of 
migration, and the range of issues the sector is confronted with. 
 
An opening video was shown highlighting the activities of IMA and its members for the past 
10 years. Florentino Lopez Martinez of the Frente Popular Revolucionario welcomed the 
participants. He congratulated the IMA for holding such an assembly and challenged the 
participants to intensify the building of solidarity with people in imperialist countries. He 
remarked that the real solution to current migration and capitalism is to build socialism. 
 
Eni Lestari delivered the opening remarks where she highlighted the significance of the 
Assembly. She also emphasized the importance of the tenth year of the IMA and 
congratulated all grassroots members and advocates for proving that a grassroots-led 
international movement of migrants is possible. She also shared what the program will 
consist of before formally declaring the General Assembly open. 
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Three remarkable speakers delivered keynote addresses on topics that framed and 
influenced further discussions of the assembly. 
 
The first address was by Prof. Jose Maria Sison, chairperson of the International League of 
Peoples’ Struggle (ILPS), delivered through a video message. Discussing the topic, “Crisis, 
Plunder and War: Impacts to Migrants and Migration”, Professor Sison comprehensively 
tackled the global context of current migration. 
 
He gave important analysis and descriptive picture of the current capitalist crisis and how 
such crisis drives and even intensifies the forced migration of people from the so-called 
developing countries. He used the Philippine experience – a major country of origin of 
migrants – to describe how internal migration and overseas migration happen due to chronic 
domestic crisis intensified by neoliberal policies. 
 
He further illustrated how plunder in the name of “development” by monopoly capitalist 
states, banks and corporations further drive the forced displacement of people. He described 
how private corporations benefit from the “development” concept by imperialists and their 
puppet states which means improving the infrastructure (the roads, bridges and ports) to 
facilitate the trade between the raw material exports and manufactured imports. This 
“pseudo-development” drives further displacement, according to Professor Sison, and brutal 
attacks if the communities displaced by mining, large construction projects such as dams, 
and building of malls and real estate, dare to fight back. 
 
Manuel Hidalgo of Miredes International spoke about Neoliberalism and Migration and, in 
particular, US’ policies on Immigration, Trafficking and Border Control. 
 
In his speech, Hidalgo said that migrants, refugees and displaced people result from 
destruction and denial of human dignity by imperialism. He outlined five points of struggle 
and tasks which are: 1. Struggle against the culture of hate, racism, discrimination against 
immigrants, displaced people, refugees; 2. Struggle against individualism that includes 
integration of migrants to social movements and the solidarity between migrants and host 
peoples; 3. Struggle against legal barriers and anti-migrant policies including the rise of 
fascism and the militarization of borders; 4. Build the movement in the national level and 
unite with diverse sectors to build a movement that will challenge the economic, political and 
social domination of capital; and 5. Further unite migrants in various global regions as 
migration is a global phenomenon and therefore, gatherings such as the General Assembly 
as well as the International Assembly of Migrants and Refugees that IMA organizes together 
with various groups are needed. 
 
Nerdeen Kiswani of the Within Our Lifetime: United for Palestine relayed her experiences in 
Palestine and the Palestinian struggle for their Right to Return. As the biggest refugee 
population, she noted that Palestinians are usually excluded in discussions about migration. 
She rooted the displacement of the Palestinian people to imperialism and Zionism. 
 
She painted a stark reality of what Palestinians experience on the ground – the quality of life, 
the lack of utilities, health situation, and the fascism and repression that Israeli forces sow 
upon the Palestinian people. 
 
She remarked, “We have the same enemy. We will return to take back what was stripped 
from us. We will return to our homes.  As migrants and refugees, we will drive out 
imperialism and return to our homelands. Our return is not just a movement of one 
geographic place to another - the Palestinian return means revolution. Not just for 
Palestinians and for Arab people.” 
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The 4th General Assembly program was designed to give ample time for participants to 
tackle political concerns of migrants, immigrants, refugees and displaced people. To achieve 
this, four panel discussions were conducted: 1. Labor Migration and Human Trafficking; 2. 
Immigrants and Children; 3. Refugees, Stateless People and Asylum Seekers; and 4. Issues 
and Organizing of Seafarers. 
 
The battery of speakers in the panel discussions came from grassroots organizations who 
have concrete work on the themes. Their inputs showed the range of issues that various 
sectors face. The speakers presented pictures and insights on what is happening on the 
ground, shared actual experiences of advocacy, services and organizing, and enabled active 
sharing from the rest of the participants. Assembly participants actively added inputs in each 
panel discussion, thus enriching the understanding of everyone. Several suggestions on 
what could be done to advance the campaign and solidarity on the issues discussed were 
also forwarded.  
 
After the political discussions, the General Assembly discussed and approved important 
organizational documents of the alliance. 
 
Fourteen (14) new applications for membership of the IMA were approved – nine (9) regular 
members and five (5) associate members. These were: 1. Anakbayan – New Jersey, 2. 
Migrante Portland, 3. Migrante USA, 4. Migrante Alberta, 5. FJC Refugee Center, 6. 
Gabriela New York, 7. Human Rights Alliance for Child and Refugee Families, 8. MIREDES 
International, 9. Alliance of Marriage Migrants Organizations for Rights and Empowerment 
(AMMORE), 10. Hope Border Institute, 11. Coalition for Humane Immigrants Rights in Los 
Angeles (CHIRLA), 12. Mission to End Modern Slavery, 13. Black Alliance for Just 
Immigration, and 14. Films for Peace Bangladesh.  
 
Four members who used to be associate members reported changes in their organizational 
structure and were approved to become regular members – Asia Pacific Mission for 
Migrants (APMM), International Seafarer’s Action Center (ISAC), Center for Philippine 
Concerns  (CPC) and Frente Popular Revolucionario (FPR).  
 
The Chairperson’s Report and Treasurer’s Report were approved overwhelmingly. 
Meanwhile, a constitutional amendment was also approved pertaining to the composition 
and role of regional and country chapters of the IMA. 
 
The draft General Program of Action of the IMA for the next three years was enriched by the 
participants who actively participated in charting the plans of the IMA. Several resolutions 
were also approved to stress IMA’s work on said issues for the 2019 – 2021. These 
resolutions were:  
 

1. Resolution to conduct a summing up of the 10 years of IMA 
2. Resolution against militarism and the rise of fascist states 
3. Resolution condemning the murder of human rights lawyer Ben Ramos, and the 

worsening repression, redbaiting and attacks on progressive people’s organizations 
in the Philippines 

4. Resolution on Solidarity with the Palestinian People’s Right to Return 
5. Resolution on IMA-led global campaign on trafficking 
6. Resolution on IMA solidarity with Central American migrant exodus 
7. Resolution to intensify resistance against Neoliberal free trade agreements, 

multinational corporations (MNCs) and transnational corporations (TNCs)  
8. Resolution on the Fascist, Anti-Migrant Policies of the Trump Administration 
9. Resolution to support the AMMORE’s I Want to Speak Out Campaign 
10. Resolution to oppose racism and xenophobia promoted by populist right-wing 

governments in Europe 
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11. Resolution to support the Rohingya people 
12. Resolution to campaign for the release of Mary Jane Veloso and on the issue of 

migrants in jail 
13. Resolution for IMA to mobilise and coordinate to assist migrants facing deportation 
14. Resolution to end Safe Third Country agreement of Canada with the United States 
15. Resolution for migrant and non-status women who are survivors of violence 
16. Resolution to support campaigns against exploitation and abuse of seafarers and 

sea-based migrants under flags of convenience 
17. Resolution to campaign for migrants in death row 
18. Resolution against landgrabbing in Indonesia 

 
The 4th General Assembly elected the members of the International Coordinating Body 
(ICB). The ICB members appointed by the global regions were: Malick Sy (Africa), Eni 
Lestari (East Asia and Oceania), Glorene Das (South Asia), Manuel Hidalgo (Latin America 
and the Caribbean), Luz Miriam Jaramillo (Europe), Viviana Medina (Canada) and Adrianne 
Sebastian (USA). 
 
Members of the ICB elected-at-large were: Hsia Hsiao-Chuan (Taiwan), Ramon Bultron 
(Hong Kong), Mandeep Singh Bela (New Zealand), Florentino Lopez Martinez (Mexico), 
Antonio Arizaga (USA), and Maitet Ledesma (The Netherlands). Aaron Ceradoy (Hong 
Kong) and Marco Luciano (Canada) were identified as alternates. 
 
Meanwhile, ex-officio members of the ICB from among the associate members were Ana 
Robelo (USA) and Anisur Khan (Bangladesh). 
 
The ICB then selected the Executive Committee. They were: 
 
Eni Lestari  :  Chairperson 
Antonio Arizaga : Vice Chairperson 
Ramon Bultron : Secretary General 
Hsia Hsiao-Chuan : Deputy Secretary General 
Glorene Das  : Treasurer 
 
IMA then organized a solidarity visit to the Stadium Encampment of the Migrant Exodus from 
Central America. US-based participants led a fundraising campaign quickly raising over 
US$3,000 to purchase items needed by people in the caravan including food and medicines. 
The solidarity visit aimed to show the solidarity of IMA to the struggles of the people of 
Central America against their forced displacement due to neoliberalism, war and militarism 
as well as the alliance’s commitment to struggle against all forms of criminalization of 
migrants and all forms of militarization of migration borders. Participants committed to 
continuing their solidarity and support especially from those based in the US as thousands in 
the Migrant Exodus are expected to reach the militarized U.S. border in the coming weeks. 
 
The 4th General Assembly ended in a solidarity night where the participants affirmed their 
commitment to strengthen solidarity among migrants, immigrants, refugees and displaced 
peoples; and the solidarity with other oppressed peoples of the world. 


